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Creating the Next Cyber Solutions
America’s national defense, economic prosperity,
and individual freedoms depend upon cybersecurity.
No longer just a computer programmer’s problem,
the Internet and its applications are now essential to
all aspects of society, including national security, economic exchange, social and political communication.
Yet pervasive, ubiquitous technology opens the door
for common criminals and nation states to launch
ever-amorphous cyberattacks with increasing scale
and sophistication as corporations and governments
regularly outsource services and exchange data. A
storm of demand exists for cybersecurity solutions
and talent.
Few universities are tackling cybersecurity research
with the breadth and depth of the Georgia Institute of Technology. Even fewer have the aptitude
and potency of an applied research arm with a long
history of successful support to sensitive R&D and
operations for both government and commercial
companies alike. Under this unique combination,
Georgia Tech is able to foretell how “white hats”
should prepare because we continually witness how
“black hats” adapt.
The 15th Annual Georgia Tech Cyber Security
Summit (GTCSS) harnesses our full focus on Attribution – a scientific framework for determining who is
responsible for an attack and how threat actors are
adapting their techniques. In the GTCSS program
presented Sept. 27, 2017 and in the research highlights reported here, we share some of our latest findings for business and government leaders to develop
better security policies and technologies. These highlights are just a few examples of the large volume of
world-class cybersecurity research at Georgia Tech
(please visit cyber.gatech.edu/research for more).
Results-oriented research is what we do. Our aim is
to anticipate, adapt and overcome continually emerging cyber threats through expert insight, innovative
solutions and cutting-edge curriculum. The Institute for Information Security & Privacy (IISP) serves
Georgia Tech, the Georgia Tech Research Institute
(GTRI), and the entire GT ecosystem as a coordinating body for its cybersecurity-related research. The
IISP provides a gateway to faculty, students, scientists, government and industry, and a central location
for national and international collaboration.

Quick Facts about cyber at Georgia Tech and GTRI:
• 20+ year history.
• 500+ cybersecurity researchers (faculty, scientists
and students).
• 12 cybersecurity-related labs and centers.
• 6 research thrusts: attribution, consumer-facing
privacy, cyber-physical systems, policy,
risk, and trust.
• 7 units engaged: College of Computing, College
of Engineering School of Electrical & Computer
Engineering, College of Liberal Arts School of
Public Policy, Scheller College of Business, GTRI,
Georgia Tech Professional Education, and the
Office of Information Technology.
• 12 degree pathways for future cybersecurity professionals under the broad disciplines of computer
science, computer engineering and electrical engineering.
• 20 cybersecurity courses for working professionals and military personnel, including the Cybersecurity Certificate and the Cybersecurity Leadership Program.
Unbound by system rigidity, we are working across
Georgia Tech and GTRI to discover new cybersecurity
solutions that close the innovation gap with immediate
application in the real world. Georgia Tech’s university
infrastructure is the rising ride lifting all boats toward
economic expansion, creating an attractive nexus of
technical talent and cybersecurity breakthroughs that
help draw investment to Georgia for more than 115 information security companies while maintaining secure
environments for conducting business. Thank you for
your interest.

Wenke Lee, Ph.D.

Co-Director, Institute for Information
Security & Privacy
John P. Imlay, Jr. Professor of
Computer Science, College of
Computing

Michael Farrell, Ph.D.

Co-Director, Institute for Information
Security & Privacy
Chief Strategist, CIPHER Lab,
GTRI
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Attribution and its Role in Deterrence
When one hears the word deterrence, images of nation states
and military war plans may come
to mind. In cyberspace, however,
this concept of deterrence is
now fundamental to organizations of all types. Private industry
and government agencies alike
By Michael Farrell
require a deterrence strategy that
supports the mission objective and defends their
data.
But the mainstream status quo of passively playing
defense and reacting to breaches after they happen
is not effective. We must enable organizations to both
identify potential attackers before breaches occur as
well as definitively identify them after adverse events.
Interestingly, attribution plays a key role in proactive
defense and ultimately in a deterrence paradigm.
Without the ability to attribute attacks, assign identity, and name names, organizations have few legal,
economic, or diplomatic response options. Every day,
most cybersecurity professionals go to work without
any idea about the identity and probable actions of
their adversaries. This lack of information hampers
both network defense as well as business strategy
development. But with accurate attribution, organizations have a better chance of preventing, correcting,
and ensuring operational continuity.
Steps Toward Better Attribution
The first step toward better attribution is an analysis
of historic cyber events. It’s informative for affected
organizations to perform detailed analyses of historic
cyber events that are relevant to a specific attack or
adverse incident. Doing so usually illustrates that different types of actors conduct different kinds of operations against different kinds of targets. For example,
a nation-state actor that steals personally identifiable information from a health insurance company
will use this data much differently than a cybercrime
syndicate with the same stolen data. Although cyber
events and attacks will vary widely in terms of motivation and desired effect, conducting historic analysis
can yield patterns that will assist future defense.
The next step is to determine as an organization if it
wants to publicly name the attacker. The burden of
proof currently lies with the victim to establish defini-
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tive attribution for an adverse cyber incident. Any
business decision by a company (and it should be
a business decision, not solely made by legal or IT
departments) to publicly attribute an incident must be
based on two components:
• Technical attribution: This includes forensic investigation based on data from victim hosts and networks, as well as broader internet-scale data.
• Analytic attribution: This is an “all-source” intelligence assessment of potential threat actors, their
motivations, economic and market considerations,
geopolitical realities, and other contextual factors.
By design, attribution is not a native feature of the internet. The inter-network we know and love is flexible
and extensible but not designed to provide end-toend accountability to the level of an individual user.
Usually, this is a good thing. But it also affords nefarious users a modest amount of natural obscurity.
Currently, indicators of compromise (IOCs) are shared
by security companies and threat researchers as a
tool for network defenders. While these IOCs can
be useful for reducing network risk, they alone don’t
afford the granularity needed for enhanced attribution. Further, many IOC lists published on the internet
tend to lack sufficient signal needed for persona-level
attribution and/or contain data that are significantly
noisy.
All of this naturally leads back to an ability to attribute
and whether a victim organization can eventually
“name names” to avail themselves of meaningful response options. Significant advances by cybersecurity researchers in recent years offer hope for frameworks that may offer high-confidence attribution assessments that are publicly releasable and based on
data that can be shared.
The Institute for Information Security & Privacy (IISP)
at Georgia Tech has recognized the need to create
a science of attribution and trace-back, and we are
engaged in a multi-disciplinary research program to
this end. The attribution research thrust at Georgia
Tech leverages experience in statistical signal processing, novel methods for feature extraction, and
the latest in machine learning to work with multiple
internet-scale datasets.
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We believe that progress can be made when a
results-driven approach is taken and proper assumptions are used for the signal (data) characteristics
such as dimensionality, sparseness, and loss. In
addition to these technical elements, Georgia Tech
is able to engage researchers across its campus in
areas such as business, public policy, and international affairs to gain other contextual factors and
create supporting analytics. This makes our research
initiative truly interdisciplinary.
If successful, this method of attribution research will

allow both industry and government organizations
to flip the cost equation and reassert asymmetric
advantage over their adversaries. Organizations can
craft a deterrence strategy for their mission or business that considers not only in-depth robust defense
and built-in resilience, but also an ability to pursue
multiple response options and hold malicious actors
to account due to knowing and sharing their identity.
It’s time we become able to “name names.”
Originally published Feb. 15, 2017 by the National
Technology Security Coalition, www.ntsc.org.

Attribution and the Globalization of Criminal
Evidence
The theme of the 2017 Georgia
Tech Cybersecurity Summit is “attribution” – ways that defenders
can improve their ability to identify
the sources of cyberattacks. One
well-known difficulty in attribution
By Peter Swire
is that many of the most important
attacks come from other countries. This essay offers
insights on attribution derived from our research
project at Georgia Tech on “Cross-Border Government Requests for Data.” The implications of this
research for attribution are significant. Our research
has emphasized what we call “the globalization of
criminal evidence.” To the extent relevant evidence
increasingly is held in other countries, then attribution
is generally more difficult. To the extent we can create
new mechanisms for gaining access to that evidence,
then attribution generally will become easier.
This essay first explains how changing technology is
driving the globalization of criminal evidence, for attribution and more broadly. Next, the essay briefly
examines key reform proposals, which may support
the task of attribution. It concludes by showing some
broader implications, including how the rules for
access to evidence interact with encryption regulation, lawful hacking, and proposals to require localization of data accessible on the Internet.
Changing Technology Drives the Globalization of
Evidence
Changing technology is creating new challenges
for law enforcement and cyberdefenders who seek
both data at rest and data in transit. “Data at rest”

includes the emails, social network information, and
vast array of other content that increasingly is stored
in the cloud. For cyberdefense in particular, data at
rest notably includes logs of IP addresses that have
interacted with a server. Increasingly, this evidence is
often physically stored in a different country or held
by a U.S. company that follows the relatively strict
probable cause rules of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act. In such instances, the court order
or other legal process used in the country where the
crime occurred (such as in Europe) is not sufficient to
get this data at rest. Similar difficulties exist where a
cyberdefender in the U.S. seeks to learn the patterns
of IP addresses on a foreign server, such as where
that server is used by the foreign attackers as a way
to mask the origin of the attack.
Police and prosecutors face similar difficulties in accessing data in transit. With the shift to the secure
HTTPS protocol for many communications, encryption means that a wiretap in the country of the crime
very often can’t provide access to the content. Where
law enforcement cannot access either data at rest or
data in transit in its own country, then it increasingly
must seek access to stored records in the cloud.
Under ECPA, for the content of communications, that
typically means foreign law enforcement must use
the mutual legal assistance (MLA) system and show
probable cause of a crime to a U.S. magistrate. Originally, MLA requests usually were for cross-border
crimes, such as drug smuggling or money laundering.
Increasingly, MLA requests are also for local crimes
where emails or social networks contain key evidence
but are held abroad. For cyberdefenders, MLA re-
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quests are an important, but slow, tool in gaining
information about computing activity in a different
country.
As even routine local crimes enter the MLA system,
law enforcement is seeking streamlined ways to
access evidence across borders, based on concerns
that law enforcement is “going dark.” The difficulty
in accessing data at rest and data in transit provides
some support for this “going dark” perspective.
Nonetheless, as I have written for years, we are also
in a “golden age of surveillance.” Police have access
to unprecedented data on suspects, including location information (tracking our cellphones), comprehensive metadata (based on all of our texts, emails,
and social network posts), and the numerous other
databases of our Big Data world. As Tim Cook emphasized in his Time Magazine cover interview, there
are “cameras everywhere, and I mean not just security cameras, but we all have a camera in our pocket.”
For cyberdefenders, these multiple sources of data
can provide important clues about attribution, such
as when commercial data vendors collect meaningful
information about attribution of various IP addresses
or other network activity. Indeed, accessing these
commercial databases is one strategy for the Georgia
Tech attribution project.
Where cyberdefenders seek evidence in other countries for attribution purposes, their evidence requests
become part of the broader debates about reform of
the MLA system. Both law enforcement and privacy
advocates correctly point to technological trends
that make their respective tasks (law enforcement
and privacy) much harder than before – there are important technological truths about both “going dark”
and the “golden age of surveillance.” Cross-border
requests for data are increasingly the battleground—
providers of email, social network, and other cloud
services find themselves in the middle between legitimate law enforcement requests and privacy concerns
that government will gain access to the unprecedented wealth of evidence.
Institutional Mechanisms for Reform
Our research program has been active in the current
discussions about how to reform cross-border
access to criminal evidence. In April, 2017, together
with the Georgia Tech Jean Monnet Center of Excellence, we convened a conference at Georgia Tech on
“Surveillance, Privacy & Data Across Borders: Transatlantic Perspectives.” The conference brought together leaders from government, industry, academia,
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and civil society, with videos available and seven
short papers appearing in the prominent Lawfare
blog. A review of some highlights from the conference suggests lessons for cross-border attribution.
Historically, cross-border requests typically happened
through MLATs – Mutual Legal Assistance Treaties.
Access to evidence through MLATs is typically slow,
however; the National Security Agency Review Group
on which I served found a typical delay of 10 months
or more before the investigators received the evidence. When it comes to tracking down a cyberattack, and performing attribution, this lengthy process
is often not effective.
Reform discussions have thus focused on mechanisms other than the traditional MLATs. Our research
has explored ways that reform can occur by statute
(rather than treaty) or even by agreements where
a designated office in a non-U.S. country, such as
India, could seek expedited responses. American
legal scholars Jennifer Daskal and Andrew Woods
have recently written prominent scholarship as well
as practical reform proposals. Bertrand de la Chapelle of the Internet & Jurisdiction Project is leading a
process on “data and jurisdiction” seeking to develop
shared frameworks and operational solutions in the
near future. And civil society is engaged as well.
Policy debates in the U.S. have focused especially
on an agreement reached in 2016 between the U.S.
and the United Kingdom, which would allow the U.K.
government to make certain categories of requests
directly to U.S.-based service providers, without
the need (and delay) of going through the MLA
process. (The agreement requires legislation for it to
become effective.) Meanwhile, the European Union
has stepped up its attention to cross-border data
requests. As senior EU Commission official Bruno
Gencarelli discussed in his April 2017 conference
keynote at Georgia Tech, the Commission is actively
working on cross-border evidence reforms with the
EU Council. A set of reform proposals has been put
forward in a Commission “non-paper.”
Reform efforts are complicated by at least three
issues. First, large differences exist in the criminal
procedure of different countries. For instance, as discussed by French legal scholar Suzanne Vergnolle,
the French system has a tradition of relying on the
acts performed at each stage of the investigation, as
well as the investigative authority of a particular actor,
such as a public prosecutor or a magistrate. In con-
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trast, the U.S. system relies more heavily on distinct
rules for different categories of electronic evidence,
such as metadata and content. Far more work will
be needed to understand how these legal differences
can fit within an emerging system for cross-border
data sharing. For attribution, until these different
regimes are better understood, there will continue to
be delays in accessing cross-border evidence.
Second, reform is more difficult because privacy advocates can accurately point to important ways that
their own country’s protection are stricter than the
other country’s. For instance, France (and the other
countries in the EU) lacks the “probable cause” standard for government searches. Conversely, the U.S.
lacks the comprehensive data protection laws that
exist in France and the rest of the EU. U.S. privacy
advocates understandably express concern at any
reduction in the probable cause standard, while EU
privacy advocates express concern at sending data
to a jurisdiction that lacks the EU’s privacy laws. For
attribution, the good faith but difficult policy debates
mean that reform may not happen quickly.

strong encryption and government remote hacking
into computers pursuant to legal process. When
investigation of even local crimes often involves evidence held abroad, law enforcement will have the
incentive to consider three choices: (1) break encryption; (2) hack into the remote computer before data
is encrypted; or (3) use the MLA process to gain the
evidence through legal process. For multiple reasons,
my own preference is to create a workable legal
process where possible.
In summary, technological change creates growing
obstacles to cyberdefender and law enforcement
access to both data at rest and data in transit. The
trend will continue toward the globalization of evidence. The possibility of attribution will often be affected by the rules and procedures for gaining access
to evidence held in other countries. For purposes
of attribution, law enforcement, civil liberties, and
the ongoing structure of the Internet, we will need
to devote greater attention to these legal and policy
issues.

Third, MLA applies to cross-border requests to share
information for law enforcement purposes. At the
same time, allies also share information for intelligence and military purposes. Our conference offered
a panel discussing how MLA reform efforts should
fit together with these other information-sharing
systems. This issue is likely to be important in practice, since the relationship between law enforcement
and intelligence investigations varies substantially
in different countries. For attribution, sometimes
cyberdefenders can take advantage of the different
rules that apply to access under law enforcement, intelligence, or military authorities.
Broader Implications
These issues of globalization of criminal evidence
have broader implications in at least two ways. First,
the frustrations facing local law enforcement can
lend energy to proposals to localize data—to require
that emails and other sources of evidence be stored
within the jurisdiction, subject to local legal procedures. One reason to support MLA streamlining is
precisely to reduce this risk of localization. Along
with other bad policy effects of localization, there are
technological reasons why such localization is undesirable.
Second, in addition to implications on localization
laws, MLA reform discussion implicates two other
hot-button surveillance issues: government limits on
Research Highlights: Emerging Cyber Threats, Trends & Technologies: 2017-18
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A Lustrum of Malware Network Communication:
Evolution and Insights
Both the operational and academic security communities have
used dynamic analysis sandboxes
to execute malware samples for
roughly a decade. Network information derived from dynamic analysis
Manos
is frequently used for threat detecAntonakakis
tion, network policy, and incident
with
response. Despite these common
Charles Lever,
and important use cases, the effiPlaton Kotzias,
David Balzarotti,
cacy of the network detection signal
and Juan Caballero derived from such analysis has yet
to be studied in depth. This paper
seeks to address this gap by analyzing the network
communications of 26.8 million samples that were
collected over a period of five years. Using several
malware and network datasets, our large-scale
study makes three core contributions. We show that
dynamic analysis traces should be carefully curated

and provide a rigorous methodology that analysts
can use to remove potential noise from such traces.
We show that Internet miscreants are increasingly
using potentially unwanted programs (PUPs) that
rely on a surprisingly stable DNS and IP infrastructure. This indicates that the security community is in
need of better protections against such threats, and
network policies may provide a solid foundation for
such protections. Finally, we see that, for the vast
majority of malware samples, network traffic provides
the earliest indicator of infection - several weeks and
often months before the malware sample is discovered. Therefore, network defenders should rely on
automated malware analysis to extract indicators of
compromise and not to build early detection systems.
Presented at the 38th IEEE Symposium on Security
and Privacy, 2017.
As seen in Slashdot, ThreatPost, Research Horizons.

Under the Shadow of Sunshine: Understanding
and Detecting Bulletproof Hosting on Legitimate
Service Provider Networks
Bulletproof hosting (BPH) services
provide criminal actors with technical infrastructure that is resilient to
complaints of illicit activities, which
serves as a basic building block
for streamlining numerous types
Raheem Beyah
of attacks. Anecdotal reports have
with
highlighted an emerging trend of
Sumayah Alrwais,
these BPH services reselling infraXiaojing Liao,
structure from lower end service
Xianghang Mi,
Peng Wang,
providers (hosting ISPs, cloud
XiaoFeng Wang,
hosting, and CDNs) instead of from
Feng Qian, and
monolithic BPH providers. This has
Damon McCoy
rendered many of the prior methods
of detecting BPH less effective, since instead of the
infrastructure being highly concentrated within a few
malicious Autonomous Systems (ASes) it is now agile
and dispersed across a larger set of providers that
have a mixture of benign and malicious clients. In this
paper, we present the first systematic study on this
new trend of BPH services. By collecting and analyzing a large amount of data (25 Whois snapshots
of the entire IPv4 address space, 1.5 TB of passive
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DNS data, and longitudinal data from several blacklist
feeds), we are able to identify a set of new features
that uniquely characterizes BPH on sub-allocations
and are costly to evade. Based upon these features,
we train a classifier for detecting malicious suballocated network blocks, achieving a 98% recall and
1.5% false discovery rates according to our evaluation. Using a conservatively trained version of our
classifier, we scan the whole IPv4 address space and
detect 39,000 malicious network blocks. This allows
us to perform a large-scale study of the BPH service
ecosystem, which sheds light on this underground
business strategy, including patterns of network
blocks being recycled and malicious clients migrating
to different network blocks, in an effort to evade IP
address based blacklisting. Our study highlights the
trend of agile BPH services and points to potential
methods of detecting and mitigating this emerging
threat.
Presented at the 38th IEEE Symposium on Security
and Privacy, 2017.
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Hacking in Darkness: Return-oriented Programming
Against Secure Enclaves
Intel Software Guard Extensions
(SGX) is a hardware-based trusted
execution environment (TEE) that
is widely seen as a promising solution to traditional security threats.
While SGX promises strong protecTaesoo Kim
tion to bug-free software, decades
with
of experience show that we have
Jaehyuk Lee,
to expect vulnerabilities in any nonJinsoo Jang,
trivial application. In a traditional
Yeongjin Jang,
Nohyun Kwak,
environment, such vulnerabilities
Yeseul Choi,
often allow attackers to take comChangho Choi,
plete control of vulnerable systems.
Marcus Peinado,
Efforts to evaluate the security of
and Brent B. Kang
SGX have focused on side-channels. So far, neither a practical attack against a vulnerability in enclave code nor a proof-of-concept
attack scenario has been demonstrated. Thus, a
fundamental question remains: What are the consequences and dangers of having a memory corruption
vulnerability in enclave code?
To answer this question, we comprehensively analyze
exploitation techniques against vulnerabilities inside
enclaves. We demonstrate a practical exploitation
technique, called Dark-ROP, which can completely
disarm the security guarantees of SGX. Dark-ROP
exploits a memory corruption vulnerability in the
enclave software through return-oriented programming (ROP). However Dark-ROP differs significantly

from traditional ROP attacks because the target code
runs under solid hardware protection. We overcome
the problem of exploiting SGX-specific properties and
obstacles by formulating a novel ROP attack scheme
against SGX under practical assumptions. Specifically, we build several oracles that inform the attacker
about the status of enclave execution. This enables
him to launch the ROP attack while both code and
data are hidden. In addition, we exfiltrate the enclave’s code and data into a shadow application to
fully control the execution environment. This shadow
application emulates the enclave under the complete
control of the attacker, using the enclave (through
ROP calls) only to perform SGX operations such as
reading the enclave’s SGX crypto keys.
The consequences of Dark-ROP are alarming; the attacker can completely breach the enclave’s memory
protections and trick the SGX hardware into disclosing the enclave’s encryption keys and producing
measurement reports that defeat remote attestation. This result strongly suggests that SGX research
should focus more on traditional security mitigations
rather than on making enclave development more
convenient by expanding the trusted computing base
and the attack surface (e.g., Graphene, Haven).
Presented at the 26th USENIX Security Symposium,
2017.
As seen in Microsoft Research.

Data Attack Detection and Command Authentication
via Cyber-Physical Co-Modeling

Sakis
Meliopoulos
with
G. Cokkinides,
R. Fan,
L. Sun

The energy power grid is a critical
cyber-physical infrastructure for
national security and the economy.
Many methods have been proposed
to protect the power system against
malicious cyberattacks. Access
control, trusted computing, authentication, and intrusion detection are
widely acknowledged as effective
solutions to power system cybersecurity-related issues.

In this research, the authors propose a state estima-

tor, which operates on a co-model of the cyber-physical system of substations, generators, and any other
power grid facility. The models are high-fidelity, threephase models of the physical system, including the
instrumentation that links the physical system to the
cyber system and the models of the cyber devices.
This work created the distributed dynamic state estimator (DDSE), which has many advantages. First, the
bulk of computations is performed at each power grid
facility enabling sub-cycle execution times. Second,
the use of the cyber-physical co-model enables comparison of cyber device settings with the actual operating conditions of the physical system and detection
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of data and settings abnormalities. Third, the DDSE
provides the full three-phase real-time model of the
facility plus interconnected facilities for simulating the
response of the system to suspected malicious commands, enabling fast authentication of suspended
commands.
This paper presents the cyber-physical co-model,
the dynamic state estimator (DSE), and use of these
tools for detection of data and settings attacks and
authentication of suspected commands. The target
responses for these procedures are set to one cycle

and two cycles, respectively. Our research describes
the overall approach. Then, detection of altered data
and fast command authentication is demonstrated.
Execution times are provided indicating that target
performance has been achieved. The paper concludes with remarks and suggestions for follow-up
work.
Published in IEEE Design & Test (Volume: 34, Issue: 4,
Aug. 2017).

Internet Routing Registries, Data Governance, and
Security
Routing is fundamental to the workings of the internet, yet the basic
routing protocol, Border Gateway
Protocol (BGP), is known to be
insecure. This research uses institutional economics to examine
Milton Mueller
internet routing registries, which
with
are used by network operators to
Brenden Kuerbis
mitigate the security flaws in BGP.
Secure routing of internet traffic is characterized as
a problem in the distributed governance of data.
The highly distributed and decentralized exchange
of routing announcements and routing policy data

among network operators affords many opportunities for error or manipulation. This paper considers
various solutions to the data governance problems
associated with routing, in light of actors’ incentives
and collective action problems. We compare IRRs to
other methods of governing routing data in a way that
enhances internet security, such as resource public
key infrastructure and border gateway protocol security, mutually agreed norms on routing security, and a
blockchain-supported routing registry.
Published in the Journal of Cyber Policy (Volume: 2,
Issue: 1, 2017).

U.S. Surveillance Law, Safe Harbour and Reforms
Since 2013

Book chapter in Trans-Atlantic Data Privacy Relations as a Challenge for Democracy
This white paper was a submission
to the Belgian Privacy Authority for
its December 18, 2015 forum on
“The Consequences of the Judgment in the Schrems Case.” The
Forum discusses the decision by
Peter Swire
the European Court of Justice in
with
Schrems v. Data Protection ComDan Svantesson &
missioner3 that the EU/U.S. Safe
Dariusz Kloza ed.
Harbor was unlawful under the EU
Data Protection Directive, particularly due to concerns about U.S. surveillance law.
For the Forum, I was asked to comment on two
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issues:
1) Is U.S. surveillance law fundamentally compatible with EU data protection law?
2) What actions and reforms has the U.S. taken
since the Snowden revelations began in June 2013?
The white paper draws on my background as a
scholar of both EU data protection law and U.S. surveillance law. It addresses serious misunderstandings
of U.S. national security law, reflected in official statements made in the Schrems case and elsewhere. It
has three chapters:
1) The fundamental equivalence of the United
States and EU member States as constitutional
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democracies under the rule of law. In the Schrems
decision, the U.S. was criticized for failing to ensure
“a level of protection of fundamental rights essentially equivalent to that guaranteed in the EU legal
order.” This chapter critiques that finding, instead
showing that the United States has strict rule of law,
separation of powers, and judicial oversight of law
enforcement and national security surveillance, which
together make the U.S. legal order “essentially equivalent” to the EU legal order.
2) The Section 702 PRISM and Upstream programs are reasonable and lawful responses to changing technology. The Advocate General’s opinion in the
Schrems case said that the PRISM program gave the
NSA “unrestricted access to mass data” stored in the
U.S., and that Section 702 enabled NSA access “in
a generalized manner” for “all persons and all means
of electronic communications.” This chapter refutes
those claims, which appear to be based in part on
incorrect stories in the press. Instead, the Section

702 programs operate with judicial supervision and
subject to numerous safeguards and limitations. They
examine the communications only of targeted individuals, and only for listed foreign intelligence purposes. The total number of individuals targeted under
Section 702 in 2013 was 92,707, a tiny fraction of
Internet users in the EU or globally.
3) The U.S. Congress and executive branch
have instituted two dozen significant reforms to surveillance law and practice since 2013. The Schrems
decision said that U.S. privacy protections must be
evaluated in the “current factual and legal context,”
but did not address the numerous changes put in
place since 2013. This work provides a readable explanation of each of these actions, which together
constitute the biggest set of pro-privacy actions in
U.S. surveillance law since creation of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act in 1978.
As seen in the Future of Privacy Forum, Intersentia
2017.

AVPASS: Leaking and Bypassing Antivirus Detection
Models Automatically

Taesoo Kim

In this work, we present the entire pipeline of the APK
perturbation process, leaking model process, and
auto-bypassing process. In addition, we show findings about commercial AVs, including their detection
features and hierarchy, and inform readers about the
potential weaknesses of modern AVs.

Wenke Lee

with
Jinho Jung, Chanil Jeon, Max Wolotsky, and Insu Yun

AVPASS is a tool for leaking the detection model
of Android antivirus (AV) programs, and bypassing
the AV detection by using the leaked information
coupled with Andriod Package Kit (APK) perturbation techniques. AVPASS is able to infer not only the
detection features of an antivirus program, but also
the hierarchy of detection rule chains. With help from
the leaked model and the built-in APK perturbation
functions, AVPASS is able to disguise any Android
malware as a benign application. Furthermore, using
our novel additive mode, AVPASS supports safe
querying and guarantees that one can test AV detection capabilities without sending the whole or core
parts of an application. As a result, AVPASS leaked
significant detection features of commercial AVs and
achieved almost zero detection by VirusTotal when
tested with more than 5,000 samples of malware.

AVPASS shows that it modifies real-world malware
precisely, and allows them to bypass all AV tools following the leaked model. AVPASS has been publicly
released along with every tool that we have built, including the original source code and the related test
data, to enable researchers to replicate the research
on their own and harden both today's antivirus tools
as well as the Android mobile platform.
Presented at BlackHat 2017.
As seen in Wired Magazine, Dark Reading.
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Cloak and Dagger: From Two Permissions to Complete
Control of the UI Feedback Loop
The effectiveness of the Android
permission system fundamentally
hinges on the user’s correct understanding of the capabilities of
the permissions being granted. In
this paper, we show that both the
Wenke Lee
end-users and the security comwith
munity have significantly underesYanick Fratantonio,
timated the dangerous capabilities
Chenxiong Qian,
granted by the SYSTEM_ALERT_
Simon Chung
WINDOW and the BIND_ACCESSIBILITY_SERVICE Android permissions. While it is
known that these are security-sensitive permissions
and they have been abused individually (e.g., in UI
redressing attacks, accessibility attacks), previous
attacks based on these permissions relied on vanishing side-channels to time the appearance of overlay
user interface (UI), coud not respond properly to
user input, or make the attacks literally visible. This
work, instead, uncovers several design shortcomings of the Android platform and shows how an app
with these two permissions can completely control
the UI feedback loop and create devastating attacks.
In particular, we demonstrate how such an app can
launch a variety of stealthy, powerful attacks, ranging
from stealing user’s login credentials and security
PIN, to the silent installation of a God-mode app
with all permissions enabled, leaving the victim completely unsuspecting. To make things even worse, we
note that when installing an app targeting a recent

Android SDK, the list of its required permissions is
not shown to the user and that these attacks can be
carried out without needing to lure the user to knowingly enable any specific permission. In fact, the
SYSTEM_ALERT_WINDOW permission is automatically granted for apps installed from the Play Store
and our experiment shows that it is practical to lure
users to unknowingly grant the BIND_ACCESSIBILITY_SERVICE permission by abusing capabilities from
the SYSTEM_ALERT_WINDOW permission. We evaluated the practicality of these attacks by performing
a user study: none of the 20 human subjects that
took part of the experiment suspected they had been
attacked. We also found that it is straightforward to
get a proof-of-concept app requiring both permissions accepted into the official store. We responsibly disclosed our findings to Google. We conclude
the work by proposing a novel defense mechanism,
implemented as an extension to the current Android
API, which would protect Android users and developers from the threats we uncovered.
Presented at the 38th IEEE Symposium on Security
and Privacy, 2017.
As seen in Newsweek, SlashGear, ThreatPost, Infosecurity Magazine, International Business Times, Daily
Mail, Popular Mechanics, Science Daily, Research
Horizons.

Practical Attacks Against Graph-based Clustering
Graph modeling allows numerous
security problems to be tackled in
a general way, however, little work
has been done to understand their
ability to withstand adversarial
attacks. We design and evaluate
Manos
two novel graph attacks against
Antonakakis
a state-of-the-art network-level,
with
graph-based detection system. Our
Yacin Nadji, Yizheng work highlights areas in adversarial
Chen, Athanasios
machine learning that have not yet
Kountouras, Fabian
been addressed, specifically: graphMonrose, Roberto
based clustering techniques and a
Perdisci, and
Nikolaos Vasiloglou global feature space where realistic
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attackers without perfect knowledge must be accounted for (by the defenders) in order to be practical. Even less informed attackers can evade graph
clustering with low-cost techniques, however, we
show that practical defenses exist.
Presented at the 24th ACM Conference on Computer
and Communications Security (CCS), 2017.
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A Method for Finding Frequency-Modulated and
Amplitude-Modulated Electromagnetic Emanations
in Computer Systems

Alenka Zajic

'

Milos Prvulovic
with
RL Callan, CJ Wang

This research presents an algorithm for finding carriers of frequency-modulated (FM) and amplitudemodulated (AM) electromagnetic (EM) emanations
from computer systems. Computer systems create
EM emanations across the RF spectrum making it
difficult, error-prone, and time consuming to find
the relatively few emanations that expose sensitive
information. One of the most common and simplest
mechanisms for information leakage occurs when an
amplitude or a frequency of an existing strong signal

(e.g., a processor or memory clock) is amplitude
or frequency modulated by a system activity. If the
system activity can be linked to sensitive information, this results in information leakage. We present
an algorithm for automatically finding these AM and
FM signals, demonstrate the algorithm's performance
on several different types of processors and systems
(desktop, laptop, and smartphone), and compare
the results to an exhaustive manual search. We
also verify that all signals identified by the algorithm
can be traced to plausible unintentional modulation
mechanisms to illustrate that these signals can potentially cause information leakage. This algorithm
can be an important tool for system designers to
quickly identify circuits that are leaking sensitive information.
Published in the IEEE Transactions on Electromagnetic Compatibility (Volume: 59, Issue: 1, Feb. 2017)

UniSan: Proactive Kernel Memory Initialization to
Eliminate Data Leakages
by uninitialized data reads. Unfortunately, existing
techniques like memory safety enforcements and
dynamic access tracking tools are not adequate or
efficient enough to mitigate this threat.

Taesoo Kim

Wenke Lee

with
Kangjie Lu and Chengyu Song

The operating system (OS) kernel is the de facto
trusted computing base for most computer systems.
To secure the OS kernel, many security mechanisms,
(e.g., kASLR and StackGuard), have been increasingly deployed to defend against attacks. However, the
effectiveness of these protections has been proven
to be inadequate—there are many vulnerabilities in
the kernel that leak the randomized pointer or canary,
thus bypassing kASLR and StackGuard. Other sensitive data in the kernel, such as cryptographic keys
and file caches, also can be leaked. According to
our study, most kernel information leaks are caused

In this paper, we propose UniSan, a novel, compilerbased approach to eliminate all information leaks
caused by uninitialized read in the OS kernel. UniSan
achieves this goal using byte-level, flow-sensitive,
context-sensitive, and field-sensitive initialization
analysis and reachability analysis to check whether
an allocation has been fully initialized when it leaves
kernel space; if not, it automatically instruments the
kernel to initialize this allocation.
UniSan’s analyses are conservative to avoid false
negatives and are robust by preserving the semantics of the OS kernel. We have implemented UniSan
as passes in LLVM and applied it to the latest Linux
kernel (x86_64) and Android kernel (AArch64). Our
evaluation showed that UniSan can successfully
prevent 43 known and many new uninitialized data
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leak vulnerabilities. Further, 19 new vulnerabilities
in the latest kernels have been confirmed by Linux
and Google. Our extensive performance evaluation
with LMBench, ApacheBench, Android benchmarks,
and the SPEC benchmarks also showed that UniSan
imposes a negligible performance overhead.
Presented at the 23rd ACM Conference on Computer
and Communications Security (CCS), 2016.
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